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ABSTRACT:
Multiscale resolution database MRDB include not only several levels of details (ie preciseness), but also several layers of
peculiarity. The data preciseness means the variable levels of details for the fixed set of attributes. Less details leads to data
aggregation, more details leads to data de-aggregation. The data peculiarity means the growing and reduction of the number of
variable attributes for the fixed level of details. More attributes leads to higher hierarchizated data (better, finer structural data trees),
less attributes leads to less organized data. We propose to consider the concept of a multiscale to be derivable from the more
primitive above concepts of preciseness and peculiarity. A mathematical model of multiscale database is proposed, in terms of
multigraph theory, with idealized mathematical distinction among the concept of preciseness, and the concept of peculiarity. We
relate conceptually the grade of the preciseness with the internal structure of the graph of graphs. Instead, the grade of the peculiarity
we wish to relate with the external structure of the multigraph (or multi-hyper-graph). Hierarchical data information we propose to
encode into external structure of the multigraph, and this goes beyond the usual hierarchical tree. The hierarchical information is
illustrated by means of a linking the thematic maps of the same family of objects.
1. INTRODUCTION
The increasingly geographic data information analysis for a
variety of users, within multiple disciplines and particular
concerns (data providers, service providers, final users, etc.),
demands open information integrated technology to make
geographic information an integral part of information systems
(Kim et al. 2001; Percivall 2002; Reed 2005).
Information integration and services in Geographic Information
System needs dynamic geo-spatial data store processes, spatial
modeling and analysis features, operation on data sets, and
visualization at different detail and peculiarity levels.
Database and visualization of spatial data, based on different
technologies, becomes a challenge when users requires
considerable amount of cartographic information from
geographic phenomenon represented as the user-independent
data sets. Visualization at different scales and object
representation of real world information, represented by models
builded from spaced sample points on the surface, requires
nobel techniques for transformation of map resolution or map
concern to support rapidly expanding spectrum of Geographic
Information System user needs.
In Geographic Information System graph theory is useful for
data organization, modeling, analysis and visualizations.
Graphs provide description of systems and analysis which
displays relationships between various operations, processes,
organizations, etc. Graphs underline category theory which
provide precise mathematical terms, morphism, functor, natural
transformation, etc.
This paper concern primarily the two concepts of scale issues of
geographic information and spatial data handling. Namely, the

data preciseness and the data peculiarity. In the present paper
we define these concepts in terms of the variable set of
attributes and variable sets of designated values of these
attributes. This is how the users see the database DB by means
of attributes and their values. It is convenient to visualize
schematically this as the data-free fiber bundle, where the base
set of a bundle is a set of attributes, and to each attribute is
associated a fiber of a designated values, and we do not require
that fibers must have the same cardinality. Figure 1 illustrate an
example of four attributes with four fibers of their values.

Fiber
over
Four Attributes

Figure 1. Base set is a set of attributes. Each fiber is a set of
values of his attribute
This fiber bundle structure is more fundamental that of cartesian
product of two sets. The cartesian product is a pair of fiber
bundles, with two projections, and moreover the cardinality of
each fiber, in cartesian product, must be exactly the same.
1.1 Definition (Preciseness)
The data preciseness means the variable levels of details for the
fixed set of attributes. The change of preciseness is identified
with the change of the cardinalities of fibers. Less details leads
to data aggregation, more details leads to data de-aggregation.
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1.2 Definition (Peculiarity)
The data peculiarity means the growing and reduction of the
number of variable attributes, without the change of the fibers,
ie for the fixed level of details. More attributes leads to higher
hierarchizated data (better, finer structural data trees), less
attributes leads to less organized data.
The multiscale database is derivable from the more primitive
concepts of preciseness and peculiarity.
In this paper we propose the mathematical model of multiscale
database, in terms of multigraph theory, with idealized
mathematical distinction among the concept of preciseness, and
the concept of peculiarity. We relate conceptually the grade of
the preciseness with the internal structure of the graph of
graphs. Instead, the grade of the peculiarity we wish relate with
the external structure of the multigraph (or multi-hyper-graph).
An element of the hierarchical system is said to be a module.
Hierarchical system is usually described by refinement of some
modules, adding an extra structure to some modules. This way
of thinking about hierarchical system as a disjoint union of its
modules leads to consideration of any part of the system, part of
the data, on another abstraction level. This would make
impossible to consider at the same time, parallel, properties of
parts of system being of different levels of abstraction that
could be comparable by means of the hierarchical tree order
(Cruz et al., 2003).
Graph based models of hierarchical systems seen as 'graph
equipped with some refinements', weights etc., do not allow to
consider jointly data and phenomena happened on different
levels of the system. We propose a multi-graph formalism
allowing to consider a hierarchical data system as a garland of
hierarchical trees, with all levels parallel `at the same time', and
all levels of abstractions in exactly the same way.

Analogously, a two-dimensional geographic surface need not to
be considered necessarily always as an element of G1 that is
connecting some geographic one-dimensional road data in G0
but could be beneficial to consider every municipality surface,
council surface, town surface, as an element of G0, and each
municipal boarder as the connecting morphism in G1.
These examples shows that not appropriate terminology, like
vertex, point, edge, could be obstacle for graph based modeling
geographical data. More adequate terminology is taken from
biology, 0-cell ∈ V and 1-cell ∈ E (Burroni, 1981), because the
biological `cells' terminology, allows free flexibility to treat any
cell as a point, or as an arrow or as a surface, etc, as would be
more convenient in many applications. Alternatively, the object
of G0 is said to be 0-morphism, an arrow in G1 is said to be 1morphisms.
For a cell f ∈ G, the value sf is said to be a domain or a source
of f, and tf is a co-domain or target of f. Arrows/1-cells can be
weighted, and/or attribute-dependent. In some situations it is
suitable to consider a globular graph, ie a graph consisting of
arrows only. We will not consider this in what follows and refer
to (Cruz et al., 2003). The directed graph underlie the theory of
categories. A category is a directed graph with additional
structure. Pre-category and diagram scheme or just a scheme
are just other new names for the old and more familiar directed
graph.
3. MULTIGRAPH
3.1 Definition
A multigraph G, or an n-graph, is a collection of families {Gi}
of i-cells for which there exists n ∈ N such that ∀ i ∈ N, Gi+n ≈
Gn, and such that Gi ⇐ Gi+1 is a 1-graph with source s:Gi+1 →
Gi and target t:Gi+1 → Gi, (Burroni, 1981),
G0

2. GRAPH
The most primitive concept is a set V, a set of vertices without
edges among different vertices. Such graph with the empty set
of edges is said to be 0-graph. A graph G that consists of
collection of objects V = G, and not empty collection of arrows
(among different objects) E = G, is said to be 1-graph. More
familiar terminology: an object in V is called a vertex of the
graph G and accordingly is visualized geometrically as zerodimensional point. An arrow (edge) in E is visualized
geometrically as one-dimensional directed segment of some line
or curve. A type consists of two operations: domain/source s:G1
→ G0 and codomain/target t:G1 → G0,
V = G0

source
←⎯⎯
⎯
G =E
←⎯⎯
⎯ 1
tarjet

s
s
s
←⎯
⎯ ←⎯
⎯
←⎯
⎯
G1
G2 "Gn −1
Gn
←⎯
⎯ ←⎯
⎯
←⎯
⎯
t
t
t

(3)

A multi-graph generalize the notion of the directed graph (≡
one-graph as diagram of arrows). Instead of considering only
two levels of abstraction, nodes and links only, vertices and
edges, states and transitions, and many geographic information
networks, we can treat a hierarchical system (Section 7) as a
sequence of nested three or more families of elements, hyperlinks, called in these context cells, connected by two operations
having the same properties as the well known operations of the
source and the target in a directed one-graph. The structure thus
obtained, diagram of oriented surfaces, diagram of oriented
volumes and beyond, is called directed (or oriented) multigraph or more precisely a directed n-graph for n ∈ N.

(1)

A directed graph can be seen as the parallel arrows, V ⇐ E, or
as the source and the target maps s, t : E → V, or as a type map
type
V × V ←⎯⎯
E

(2)

The geometrical terminology, point∈G0, line∈G1, surface∈G2,
volume∈G3, …is not always appropriate when applied for
particular geographic data. For example when considering gas
and liquid pipeline, or other similar transmissions, it is more
natural to consider segment∈G0 and connecting points∈G1.

Figure 2. a) 0-graph, b) 1-graph, c) 2-graph
A multigraph is N-graded, or better N-filtered, N-nested, ngraph G, with a sequence of type maps (orientation),
{type≡source,target}, Gi+1 → Gi × Gi for i ∈ N, like, Edges →
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Vertices × Vertices. Another generalization of the graph is a
hyper-graph. In hyper-graph a type is generalized to
assignment,
Edges → 2Vertices

and

Gi +1 → 2Gi
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Let 1-cell f ∈ G0(E,F) ⊂ G1, be a k-graph morphisms, k-prefunctor. Hence every 2-cell t ∈ G1(f,g) ⊂ G2, where f, g ∈
G0(E,F), is k-graph natural transformation,

(4)

The origin of the concept of the higher-dimensional graph must
be seen in the enriched category theory. The last Chapter XII on
structures in categories of the Mac Lane's monograph (1998) is
the elementary survey on higher-dimensional categories. The
concept of the directed multi-graph (n-graph) was introduced by
Burroni (1981). Our aim is a conceptual applications of multigraph to multi-scale geographic information.
4. GRAPH OF GRAPHS

G0 ( E , F )( f , g ) ⊂ G1 ( f , g ) ⊂ G2

(7)

Analogously, every 3-cell is a k-graph modification, every 4cell is a k-graph modifications of modifications, etc. Then an
m-graph G, where every 0-cell is an k-graph, is said to be a
multigraph of multigraphs, and is denoted by (m,k)-graph.
Let G be an m-graph such that every 0-cell is a n-graph of kgraphs. Then G is said to be a (m,n,k)-graph. Every 1-cell in G1
must be a morphism (≈(n,k)-pre-functor) of (n,k)-graphs. By
iteration we define more and more subtle structure, namely an
(n1,…,nk)-graph.

Another generalization of the concepts of 0-graph, V, and of 1graph, V ⇐ E, is specification of interior structure of V
(agregation of more details): this leads to the concept of graph
of graphs, and, afterwards, to multigraph of multigraphs.
4.1 Definition (Graph of graphs)
A graph {V ⇐ E} is said to be a graph of graphs, if every node
of V is an 1-graph. Hence every `edge' in E must be morphism
of 1-graphs (see the next Definition). A 1-graph {V ⇐ E} of 1graphs is denoted by (1,1)-graph.

Figure 4. a) (01)-graph, b) (1,0)-graph, c) (1,1)-graph

4.2 Definition (Graph morphism)

5. DATABASE AS THE SECTIONS OF FIBRE BUNDLE

A k-graph morphism f:E → F, f ∈ Graph(E,F), with E ≡ (E0 ⇐
E1 ⇐ … ⇐ Ek) and F ≡ (F0 ⇐ F1 ⇐ … ⇐ Fk) be two k-graphs,
is a collection of functions fi:Ei → Fi, (Cruz et al. 2004),

The users of the databases DB see them in terms of attributes
and designated values of these attributes. It is convenient to
visualize this as the data-free `fiber bundle', where the base set
of a bundle is a set of attributes, and to each attribute is
associated a fiber of chosen values (identified with level of
details), as it is illustrated on Figure 1,

s D f = f D s,
t D f = f Dt
←
←
E1
E2 "
←
←
↓ f 0 ↓ f1 ↓ f 2
←
←
F1
F1
F2 "
←
←

E0

(5)

Bundle = { Atributes ← Values of

(6)

Atributes}.

(8)

Hence, every one concrete data is a selection of one value for
each attribute, ie a section of this fiber bundle,
Attributes

one sec tion
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→

values off
Attributes

(9)

DB ⊂ section of bundle
The number of attributes is not fixed, and each user is interested
in another variable set of attributes. Similarly, the cardinality of
each fiber is variable because different users are interested in
different data preciseness.
5.1 Multiscale databases
Figure 3. a) (0,0)-graph , b) (0,0,0)-graph
The above concept of the graph of graphs, has the easy
generalization for all natural numbers, k, m, n ∈ N.
Consider k-graphs E, F ∈ G0 to be 0-cells of the graph G Hence
graph(E,F) ⊂ G1. Then G ≡ (G0 ⇐ G1) is a 1-graph of k-graphs,
and this we denote by (1,k)-graph. This means that every 0-cell
of G is a k-graph and every 1-cell of (1,k)-graph is a k-graph
morphisms, f ∈ G0(E,F ) ≡ graph(E,F) ⊂ G1.

Multiple users view the information system from their own
perspective. Geographic Information System provide general
and specialized services that can be used via client application
that needs application processes on spatial data of geographic
information.
Multiscale databases (DB), as it is presently understood, it is a
database with several levels of resolution, multiresolution
MRDB, multi-representation (Anders and Bobrich 2004;
Hampe, Anders and Sester, 2003; Hampe, Sester and Harrie,
2004; Bobzien, Burghardt and Petzold, 2005; Gotlib et al.,
2004-2005). Such multiscale database MRDB include not only
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several levels of details (ie preciseness), but jointly also several
layers of peculiarity.
We propose a mathematical model of multiscale database in
terms of graph theory with mathematical idealized distinction
among the concept preciseness and the concept peculiarity. We
derive the concept of a multi-scale from elementary preciseness
(levels of details that can be related to aggregation and deaggregation processes), and from elementary peculiarity, that
we wish to relate with the hierarchization of information and
de-hierarchization processes.

multiple representations and links for corresponding objects
between levels. Based on definition of map union/products and
their associated map scales, the objects in an hierarchical layers
can be considered to be in some exterior i-graph, and the
objects layer in a scale change can be in interior j-graph.
Applying integrity rules and spatial relationships to the process
going from the crude small scale i to the larger scale (i,j) can be
described like going from i-graph to (i,j)-graph, where (i,j)graph is short for i-graph of j-graphs.

more
details

H0,0L−graph

less
details

0−graph

Figure 5. Precisness = graph of graphs
7. HIERARCHY TREE FROM GRAPH
What is a process of hierarchization of information? Not
hierarchical data can be seen as a 0-graph. A family of objects,
data, V, is said to be organized hierarchically, if each objects is
a vertex of a directed tree diagram, expressing the dependencies
among members of this family. Clearly not every graph is a
tree.
The user with his given set of attributes (keeping the fixed level
of details), associate to the DB as the set of sections,
hierarchical tree,

Figure 4. Models for variable-scale maps a) Harrie et al.,
2002, b) Ruas, 2002, c) Ruas, 2002 d) Anders and
Bobrich 2004
6. DETAILIZATION: SCALE MAPS AS GRAPH
OF GRAPHS
Spatial representation of geographic information at different
resolution levels can be approached in terms of an internal
structure of (multi)graph of multigraphs.
One can ask how the internal concept of the graph of graph
could be related with many different geographic operations of
data visualization (spatial data transformations), like
simplification, collapse, amalgamation, refinement, smoothing,
aggregation, merge (Longley et al., 2001). Is our hypothesis
that most of these spacial data transformations can be
understand in terms of the preciseness, ie in terms of the levels
of details, without changing the number of attributes. This
means that we guess that the source of most of these data
transformations, are variable fibers of attribute values, see
Figure 1. In contrast, the following data transformations,
enhancement, exaggeration and displacement, can not be
related to the concept of preciseness.

user ⎧ Hierarchical ⎫ in & out
DB ⎯⎯
→⎨
⎯ Graph
⎬ ←⎯
tree
attributes ⎩
⎭ number

(10)

We will explain first how every 1-graph determine hierarchy on
the set of 0-cells. The association of the hierarchical treediagram is according to the joint # of in-arrows, incoming to the
given vertex, and # of out-arrows, out-going from that vertex.
More relations have the given 0-cell, more important it is in
hierarchical structure of the data. This means that arrows in G1
describe the simplest hierarchical organization of objects in G0.
A family of 1-cells G1 introduce the linking (hierarchy) among
data G0, and a process going from 0-graph G0 to 1-graph {G0 ⇐
G1} can be thought as the first data hierarchization.
The simplest hierarchical structure provided by 1-graph possess
the natural exterior hierarchical extension to multi-graph, where
1-morphisms are organized hierarchically in terms of 2morphisms etc.
Higher hierarchical data information we propose to encode into
external structure of the multigraph, and this goes beyond the
usual hierarchical tree. For example 2-graph G≡{G0 ⇐ G1 ⇐
G2}, gives the hierarchical tree for elements of G0, and this tree
in completely encoded into G1. However the set of 2-cells,
define the hierarchical organization of all 1-cells. Therefore,
each 2-graph define a pair of hierarchical trees, and each ngraph gives a garland of (n-1) hierarchies,

Developing GIS application satisfying the various user
requirements needs collections of the essential and optional
functions as in the Multiple Representation/Resolution
Database MRDB. Such model store the structural layer of
NON-REVIEWED PAPER
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0 − graph ⇒
1 − graph ⇒

(11)

empty hierarchy,
hierarchy for 0 − cells

⎧hierarchy for
⎪
and
2 − graph ⇒ ⎨
⎪hierarchy for
⎩

0 − cells
1 − cells

We will refer to garland of n hierarchical trees, as to nhierarchy.
Generalizing, we say that an exterior extension from n-graph to
(n+1)-graph, is said to be hierarchization, and the inverse
forgetful process from (n+1)-graph to n-graph is said to be dehierarchization (Cruz et al. 2003 and 2006). Therefore the
concurrence in hierarchical system is modeled in terms of
multi-graph.
Every 0-cell can be visualized as a section of a bundle over the
set of attributes. We think of hierarchization as adding more
independent (essential) attributes,
DB

user

with less

⎯⎯
→

number of

{n-hierarchy} Õ n-graph

attributes
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particular station series features are located. There is no
standard hierarchy structure that pipeline companies adhere to
other than some kind of hierarchy present in most pipeline
systems. For example APDM is a geodatabase model that was
developed for implementing transmission (gas and liquid)
pipelines. In the ArcGis Pipeline Data Model (ESRI, 2004),
“… a typical hierarchy will place a station series feature
belonging to a single line. Each line will belong to a single
pipeline system. Many pipeline systems will belong to a pipeline
company. Even a simple hierarchy can be broken down into
more complex organizational structures such as discharge
subsystems, valve sections, branches, and main lines.”
Above hierarchy can be thought from 0-cells in G0, to 1-cells in
{G0 ⇐ G1}. A linking process between thematic layers is a
graph morphism, and it is a 2-cell in G2. The new higher
objects/cells can be linked via new hierarchization process in
terms of higher cells, and then a new cells enter into the game.
Generalizing, a thematic map looks like {G0 ⇐ G1 ⇐ G2 … ⇐
Gn}

(12)
DB

user

with more

⎯⎯
→
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